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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Examining an incoming log, with photocells to de 

termine the size, and radioscopically to determine quality 
of it. This information is used to adjust variable band saws 
10 get optimum cuts, and to sort the cut portions. 

The prevailing method for sawing timber has been, 
and still is, the gang saw. The saw blades are “set up” 
to give a miximum yield from a certain diameter, the logs 
being sorted and those having a diameter corresponding 

' to the setting of the saw-blades being passed in- line 
through the apparatus, it being necessary to reset the saw 
blade for logs of a different diameter, and pass available 
logs of this diameter through the apparatus. It is also con 
ceivable that the logs are sorted with respect to quality, 
i.e. logs are received of a certain class or quality and 
certain diameters sawn just as the quality justi?es. 
To simplify the setting up of the saw-blades it is more 

general nowadays to use band saws which are so adapted 
that the whole of the frame of the band saw can be dis 
placed laterally to the desired extent. (Such an arrange 
ment can be read, for instance, from the Swedish patent 
speci?cation No. 190,096.) All known sawing methods de 
part from the principle that all incoming logs are sorted 
into storage sites according to different quality or sizes, 
so as to be later sawn according to said quality or size. 
Such a handling system often requires large storage space 
and expensive conveying means, as well as being time 
consuming. The present invention is intended to provide 
a means for sawing logs without it being necessary to 
pre-sort the same, yet at the same time maintain the de 
sired yield. 
The method according to the present invention is 

mainly characterized in that each wooden object is passed 
to examining means for determining the quality and/ or 
dimensions of the wood, after which the wooden object, 
without being sorted, is passed to a sawing plant pro 
vided with a number of adjustable sawing members, the 
sawing members being adjusted in accordance with con 

~ trol impulses eminating from a data machine which ob 
tains information signals from the examining means and is 
so programmed that the desired yield is obtained for each 
wooden object, depending on its quality and/ or size con 
ditions. 
The invention is also characterized by a plant for carry 

ing out the aforementioned method, said plant comprisng 
a conveyor belt which leads each wooden object past one 
or more examining means for determining quality and/or 
size, after which each of said objects is arranged to be 
gripped at the ends surfaces and, so secured, moved against 
band saw-blades arranged in pairs, said blades in each 
pair being adapted displaceably towards and away from 
each other, in answer to signals obtained from a pre 
programmed data machine adapted to be supplied with 
information signals from the said examining means. 
The present invention will be more closely described 

with reference to an embodiment which is shown on the 
accompanying drawing, said drawing showing in perspec 
tive an apparatus acording to the invention. 
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The apparatus illustrated on the drawing is best ex 

plained by describing the path of a wooden object through 
the plant. The wooden objects 1 are fed via a conveyor 2 
to a debarking machine 3 and then to an arrangement 4 
for examining the possible existence of stones, metal ob 
jects and the like embedded in the wooden object. In the 
event that a metal object, for example, is embedded in the 
wooden object-and thus liable to cause damage to the 
saws included in the system—-the arrangement 4 will re 
act and actuate a rejection arrangement 5 which moves 
the wooden object laterally onto a conveyer 6. Should 

i ' the wooden object be free from foreign bodies the said 
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object passes a radioscopic device for determining the 
quality of the object. Information concerning the quality 
of the log is passed to the memory in a computer, which 
will be more fully described below. The log is then dis 
placed laterally onto a conveyor 8 and passed to an ar 
rangement which rotates the log 1 and which comprises a 
plurality of toothed wheels 9. Inspection of the logs with 
respect to quality can also be carried out visually at this 
position, whereby press button signals can be sent to the 
computer described below. When the wooden object 
has been turned to a position favourable for sawing, it is 
gripped by the gripping member 10 at each end, said grip 
ping member suitable being arranged on some form of 
traverse means. The gripping members are arranged in 
line with each other and have a width which is less than 
the distance between the innermost saw cut of the sub 
sequently following saws. The wooden object is passed by 
the gripping member 10 through an arrangement 11 

. which, by means of photocells, determines the smallest 
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diameter of said object. Information from the last men 
tioned arrangement and form the device 7 which de 
termines the quality of the object is passed to a data 
machine 12 adapted to emit operating signals to operat 
ing units 13, 14 and 15 in the sawing plant. When the 
the wooden object is moved from the arrangement 11 it 
meets a ?rst array of band saws 16 adapted to saw four 
trimming cuts throughout the length of said wooden ob 
ject. The band saw unit 16 is arranged to be controlled by 
operating unit 13 with respect to the position of the 
saw cuts, i.e. the mutual positions of the band saw-blades 
relative to the wooden object. As can be seen a roughly 
trimmed material is arranged to follow a conveyer belt 
17 for further sawing in a band saw machine 18 and is 
further worked in an edging device 19. The wooden object 
1 passed by the gripping members 10 through the ?rst saw 
ing unit 16 now has the form of a block 20‘ which is 
deposited on a roller belt 21 and fed into a second array 
of band saws 22 adapted to be operated by the computer 
via the operating member 14, with respect to the adjust 
ments of the saw-blades relative to the band 20. The waned 
or un?nished material, also at this position, is conveyed 
to the conveyer path 17 to be further worked in the 
edging apparatus 18 and 19. The remaining portion of 
the block 20 is fed to an additional band saw unit 23 to 
be ?nally sawn up into planks, after which it is moved 
laterally over to a sorting conveyor 24 past the feed ar 
rangement 25 and the sorting directing plant 26 to a sort 
ing tray 27. The planks are fed from the sorting tray, via 
a conveyor belt 28, to another conveyor belt 29 where they 
are moved laterally to a stacking position 30. 
The described arrangement enables wooden objects to be 

sawn up without being pre-sorted in any way and, there 
by, obtain the maximum yield of the wood. When the 
wooden objects have entered the arrangement 7 and pass 
the arrangement 11 the computer has obtained such in 
formation concerning the relevant wooden object that, 
owing to a pre-determined programming, it can im 
mediately control the various sawing units, via operating 
units 13, 14 and 15 so that desired cuts are made along 
the relevent wooden objects. ‘Programming shall be such 
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that consideration is paid to certain de?nite types of wood, 
to which the incoming wooden objects can be referred. 
Each band saw machine is thus adapted so that it can be 
adjusted in accordance with signals given by the computer. 
The present invention thus eliminates such work as manual 
inspection of the Wooden objects, pre-sorting, which re 
sults in large storage sites, and from a manual handling 
respect a difficult adjustment procedure for all the saw 
arrangements included in the plant. Naturally, within the 
scope of the invention a plurality of different types of 
saws can be used and the invention is not restricted to 
the use of band saws, but, for instance, circular saws 
can also be used. Neither is the invention restricted to 
the use of arrangements shown here for determining the ' 
diameter and the bowl end or top end of the logs, but 
that other arrangements suitable for this purpose can also 
be used. Neither is the method of conveying the wooden 
objects between the various sawing stations of signi?cance 
to the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A process for sawing an object comprising: radio 

scopically detecting the quality of said object; photo 
electrically detecting the smallest dimension of said object, 
feeding the quality and dimensional information to a 
computer; computing the proper positions of a ?rst ad 
justable band saw in accordance with said quality and 
dimension information; adjusting said ?rst saw in ac 
cordance with signals from said computer; sawing the ob 
ject with said ?rst band saw; whereby said object is sawed 
to get the maximum yield of useable lumber consistent 
with the quality and dimensions of the initial wood ob 
ject. 

2. A process as in claim 1 further comprising before 
said quality detecting step the steps of detecting any 
stones and metal embedded along the outer surface of said 
object and rejecting objects with stones and metal em~ 
bedded therein. 
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3. A process as in claim 1 wherein the object is a 

' log and further comprising before said quality detecting 
step the step of debarking the log. 

4. A process as in claim 1 further comprising again 
5 sawing the object with a second adjustable band saw in 

accordance with signals from said computer. 
5. A process as in claim 1 further comprising selectively 

rotating said object before said step of photoelectrically 
detecting the smallest diameter of the object; whereby the 
object will be in a position favorable for said sawing. 

6. A process as in claim 1 wherein said object is a 
wooden log further comprising: 

the following steps before said quality detecting step: 
debar‘king the log; detecting stones and metal em 

15 bedded along the outer surface of said log; and re 
jecting logs with stones and metal embedded therein; 

before said diameter detecting step: rotating said log 
so that the object will be in a position favorable for 
said sawing step; 

20 again sawing said log after said ?rst sawing step with a 
second adjustable band saw in accordance with sig 
nals from said computer; thereafter stacking the cut 
up sections of the log. 
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